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The objectives of this virtual side event are
to conduct the plenary session of the
network, and to present the role and
responsibilities of the Forum of Nuclear
Regulatory Bodies in Africa (FNRBA) in
strengthening nuclear and radiological
safety and security in the Africa region.
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What is FNRBA ?

The FNRBA is a partnership network of nuclear and
radiological regulators in Africa recognized by the
Secretariat of IAEA and their respective Governments.
FNRBA is a regional platform for:
• Strengthening and harmonizing radiation and nuclear

safety and security regulatory infrastructures.
• Sharing lessons learned and exchanging regulatory

experiences and best practices among the nuclear
regulatory bodies.

• Improving capacity building and safety and security
cultures in the region.
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FNRBA : Overview

Charter, purpose, objectives, values and activities



FNRBA : Charter

Charter of the Forum of Nuclear Regulatory Bodies in Africa
(FNRBA). Composed of 12 Articles :
• Article 1 : Establishment and name;
• Article 2 : Purpose;
• Article 3 : Objectives;
• Article 4 : Membership;
• Article 5 : Organs of the FNRBA;
• Article 6 : Plenary;
• Article 7 : Steering Committee;
• Article 8 : Thematic Working Groups;
• Article 9 : The Secretariat;
• Article 10 : Resources;
• Article 11 : Amendments of the charter;
• Article 12 : Entry into force.
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FNRBA : Purpose

The purpose of FNRBA is :

• To be instrumental to the enhancement, strengthening
and harmonization of the radiation protection, nuclear
safety and security regulatory infrastructure and
framework among its members in accordance with
IAEA safety standards and security guidance documents
among African Member States of the Regional
Network; and

• To be an effective and efficient internationally
recognized forum for the exchange of regulatory
experiences and practices among the nuclear
regulatory bodies in Africa.
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FNRBA : Objectives

The main objectives of FNRBA are :

• To provide a platform for fostering regional
cooperation and sharing good practices;

• Provide a forum for the exchange of expertise,
information and experience;

• To develop proposals and tools for mutual support
and harmonization of regional initiatives and
approaches;

• To provide leverage for the development of
regulatory activities and optimization of resources;
and

• To raise awareness among policy-makers and other
relevant stakeholders on nuclear regulatory issues
in Africa.
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FNRBA : Values

Transparency

To openly exchange 
information and share 
knowledge.

Self-initiative 
To ensure effective 
planning and 
implementation of 
cooperative activities, on 
the basis of the network’s 
own initiative.

Inclusiveness
To ensure that planning 
and implementation are 
open to all member 
countries.

Professionalism
To deliver outputs of the 
highest possible quality in 
accordance with best 
international standards and 
to act with honesty and 
openness in accordance with 
the highest ethical standards.

Respect
To show mutual respect to 
the sovereignty, culture 
and language of each 
other and treat each 
person with dignity in 
implementing activities.

Excellence
To strive for scientific and 
technical excellence.
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FNRBA : Activities

• The 15th meeting of the FNRBA Steering Committee, in
Vienna, Austria, from February 19 to 21, 2020;

• A technical meeting between FNRBA, IAEA, AFRA, and
AFCONE, on February 13, 2020, with the aim of
continuously improving nuclear and radiological safety
and security in Africa;

• A webinar on the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on
regulatory activities for the safety of ionizing radiation
sources. This webinar organized by FNRBA, in close
collaboration with the IAEA, aimed at sharing the
experiences and good practices from the IAEA report in
general and the IAEA African Member States in
particular on the management of the crisis due to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
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FNRBA : Thematic Working Groups



FNRBA : Thematic Working Groups

• Thematic Working Group on Legislative and Regulatory Infrastructure
(TWG 1);

• Thematic Working Group on Radiation and Waste Safety (TWG 2);

• Thematic Working Group on Nuclear Safety Infrastructure (TWG 3);

• Thematic Working Group on Regulatory Infrastructure for Emergency
Preparedness and Response (TWG 4);

• Thematic Working Group on Upgrading Safety in the Transport of
Radioactive Material (TWG 5);

• Thematic Working Group on Nuclear Security Infrastructure (TWG 6).
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TWG : Responsibilities

• Performing activities of the Thematic Working Group in accordance with the scope of the

Thematic Area(s) as defined by the Steering Committee, with the yearly action plan and the

Strategic Action Plan as approved by the Plenary;

• Assessing the challenges in Africa and the needs regarding the Thematic Area(s);

• Proposing relevant activities, including reports and projects that comply with the needs and

implementing activities as approved by the Steering Committee;

• Evaluating the relevance and the compliance of project designs with the identified needs; and

• Drafting and submitting the activity progress report of the Thematic Working Group at least twice

a year to the Steering Committee or to the Plenary two weeks before they meet.
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Thematic Working Group on Legislative and 
Regulatory Infrastructure (TWG 1)

Role Main objectives

The TWG 1-LRI aims to foster regional
cooperation through the exchange of
expertise, information and experience as
well as to provide opportunities for
development of resources, mutual
support and coordination of regional
initiatives in legislative and regulatory
infrastructure

• Provision of resource centers for training
and knowledge management for
regulators and other end users

• Building of knowledge base for the
development of nuclear regulatory
programs in the African region;

• Identification of potential areas for
collaboration and partner and donor
participation in the enhancement of
regulatory competence.
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Thematic Working Group on Radiation 
and Waste Safety (TWG 2)

Role Main objectives

The aim is to ensure that radiation
protection and waste safety
infrastructure, in the different member
states, are established and implemented.

• Promote the development and
implementation of radiation protection
and waste safety infrastructure in National
Legislations and Regulations amongst the
FNRBA members;

• Promote the alignment of radiation
protection and waste safety requirements
in National Legislation and Regulations

with the IAEA Requirements.
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Thematic Working Group on Nuclear 
Safety Infrastructure (TWG 3)

Role
Main objectives

TWG3 is committed to share information
on regulatory standards and practices with
the aim to:
• Increase knowledge transfer;
• Identify similarities and differences;
• Move towards convergence on

regulatory standards;
• Increase stakeholder understanding of

regulatory practices; and
• Enhance regulatory cooperation.

Share information on safety standards and

regulatory practices in the areas of

nuclearand waste safety and will include the

entire lifecycle of the Nuclear Power Plants

and Research Reactor facilities viz:

• Siting, design, manufacturing of 

components and parts, construction, 

including hot and cold commissioning, 

operation, ageing management, 

modification, and decommissioning.
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Thematic Working Group on Regulatory 
Infrastructure for Emergency Preparedness 

and Response (TWG 4)

Role Main objectives

TWG4-EPR is committed to share information on
regulatory standards and practices in emergency
preparedness and response with the aim to:
• Increase knowledge and skills transfer as well as

building a pool of experienced regulatory staff;
• Self-assessment, benchmarking, identification of

gaps and correcting deficiencies;
• Development and review of model regulations,

guides, plans and procedures or templates;
• Increase stakeholder awareness and oversight in

understanding of regulatory practices;
• Enhance regulatory networking and cooperation.

• Increase knowledge and skills transfer as well as

building a pool of experienced regulatory staff;

• Self-assessment, benchmarking, identification of

gaps and correcting deficiencies;

• Development and review of model regulations,

guides, plans and procedures or templates;

• Increase stakeholder awareness and oversight in

understanding of regulatory practices;

• Enhance regulatory networking and

cooperation.
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Thematic Working Group on Upgrading Safety in 
the Transport of Radioactive Material (TWG 5)

Role Main objectives

To ensure that all members of the FNRBA
use, and have the same understanding
of, the International Atomic Energy
Agency Regulations for the Safe
Transport of Radioactive Material
(hereafter referred to as the
Regulations).

Regulatory bodies in TWG-5 are committed to share
information on regulatory standards and practices
with the aim to:
• Increase knowledge transfer;
• Identify similarities and differences;
• Move towards convergence on regulatory

standards;
• Increase stakeholder understanding of regulatory

practices;
• Assist in developing human resource capacity;
• Enhance regulatory co-operation.
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Thematic Working Group on Nuclear 
Security Infrastructure (TWG 6)

Role Main objectives

The TWG6 is dealing with strengthening the nuclear
security culture in African MSs, and enhancing the
national regulatory frameworks for nuclear security
by supporting States to develop, in close
cooperation with the IAEA, its nuclear security
regulations and relevant guidance and implement
them through, inter alia, through expert missions,
training and cooperation between African MS in
the area of nuclear security, including transport
Security

• Identify, by consolidated opinion, approaches to
enhance cooperation and coordination between
the FNRBA MSs and stakeholders (including but
not limited to donor States, recipient States,
international and regional organizations and
other initiatives), to support improvement of
nuclear security for radioactive material at the
national and regional levels;

• Serve as a forum for discussion and exchange of
information by various stakeholders on plans,
programmes and technical solutions for
improving the security of radioactive material.
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How to join FNRBA ? 

The FNRBA portal is open to all African
Member States of the IAEA with an
established regulator body.

African regulators interested in joining FNRBA
should endorse the new chart and inform the
IAEA accordingly.

For more information, please visit the FNRBA
website:

https://gnssn.iaea.org/main/FNRBA/Pages/defa
ult.aspx
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Conclusion

Several events were organized, mainly  virtually.

Workshop on regulatory review and assessment and inspection of research 
reactors for FNRBA and ANNuR , 05 – 09 October,  2020. Other events will be
organized by TWGs, in close cooperion with the IAEA and other Partners. 

Preparation of projects proposals, approved by FNRBA members, for the 
IAEA TC 2020-2023 technical cooperation cycle.
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